ConSEL PLUS

Reliable Communications Essential for Safety

Greater ergonomics, productivity and efficiency thanks to better information sharing.
Reliable radio communication is one of the key elements of effective operation of all public
security agencies.

www.conselplus.com
Works with Motorola Solutions MOTOTRBO™ radio systems
Application sold and supported by Motorola Solutions. Operates with MOTOTRBO
radio systems. Used with Motorola MOTOTRBO radio systems, it offers a significant
increase in their functionality. The IP-based solution allows dispatchers to work from
multiple locations, transmit voice and send text messages, archive them, communicate
with other dispatchers, diagnose the radio system, as well as a range of other
functionalities increasing the system’s operation efficiency.
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ConSEL PLUS IS A SCALABLE SOLUTION,
compatible with MOTOTRBO equipment, allowing
connection to one or more systems, thus ensuring the
possibility of integration and communication between
their users and
dispatchers.

Compatibility:

IP SITE CONNECT

CAPACITY PLUS SINGLE SITE

CAPACITY PLUS MULTI SITE

View of the dispatcher console working
with two wide-area systems (IP Site
Connect and Capacity Plus Multi Site).
LOCATION POSITIONING module
running. The console shows the use of
the function key functionality (direct
call to an individual contact or a group).

Core

Optional

Voice & data transmission

GPS Location Monitoring

Text Messaging, sending text messages (predefined
or entered by the dispatcher) from the console.

Repeater Diagnostics

Cross Patch
Intercom/Chat Between Consoles
Alarm

System Bridging
Voice Recording
AES256
Coverage Map

Light or Dark themes
A wide range of configuration options (e.g. console
window appearance, window frames, buttons for quick
individual or talkgroup calls)allowing the application to
be tailored to the user's requirements

Network topology

Dedicated buttons
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